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Section 1: The Game
The Basics

Welcome to the mile-a-minute, swordclashing, butt-kicking, Uzi-spraying,
boats-exploding, car-chasing, monsterbashing, insert-your-own-cool-hyphenated-adjective-here world of Shadowfist!
Shadowfist is a Dynamic Card Game
based loosely on action movies from the
studios in Hong Kong with a splash of
Hollywood for spice.
The cards represent people, places, and

things involved in the Secret War, vying
for control of the world’s Feng Shui Sites,
mystical places of Power that guarantee victory and prosperity for those who
control them. Shadowfist requires three
or four players, each with their own customized deck of cards. The first player
to achieve five Feng Shui Sites wins the
game! You must seize or burn for victory
your fifth Site in order to win.

To play Shadowfist, each player needs
a deck of Shadowfist cards. The deck
may not contain more than five copies of
any card with the same title. There are no
minimum or maximum deck sizes.
You will need the wooden counters
included in this game to represent Power, damage and other values during the
game. Finally, you will need a table or

flat playing surface, which we will refer
to as “the table” for simplicity.
Seat all players around the table and
place the counters in the center. This will
serve as the central reservoir. The players
then shuffle their decks and cut the deck
of the player to their left. Each player finally takes one Power from the central
pool and draws six cards.

What You Need

The Factions and Talents

The Ascended
The Dragons
These secret warriors, led by the mighty The Dragons are a loose band of heroes
She-Wolf, used magic to transform drawn from across the timelines who
themselves from animals into humans. have stumbled onto the Secret War by
Embracing their finely honed chi, they accident. Supported by heroes like Dr.
fight to ensure magic never returns Amanda Snow, they aim to make things
to the world. If it does, they’ll revert right for you and me. The Dragons fight
back to bears, snakes and tigers. The with the help of high-tech, powerful veAscended excel in Character control and hicles and unturning Characters during
Power generation. Stealth and Tactics attacks. Their primary Boldface Abilities
are their primary Boldface Abilities.
include Independent and Guts.
The Guiding Hand
The Eaters of the Lotus
The disciplined Shaolin monks of 19th Ruled by the sinister Queen Xin Ji Yang,
century China, inspired by the heroic the Eaters of the Lotus control the ancient
Iron Monkey, fight against the impu- Chinese Empire and the evil underworld
rities of magic and tech and ascribe to of demons, ghosts, and undead. Their
an ascetic lifestyle. The Guiding Hand strengths include magic, temporary
specialize in chi, healing, the ability Character control, direct Character elimto cancel their opponents’ effects, and ination, sacrificing their own Characters
increasing each other’s strength. Their for short term benefits and Character reprimary Boldface Abilities include cursion. Their primary Boldface Abilities
Superleap and Toughness.
include Regenerate and Assassinate.
Talents are capabilities in the Secret War representing enhanced skill
beyond basic faction involvement. Each faction specializes in one of the
three talents: Chi, Magic and High-Tech. Chi comes from preternatural
martial arts, magic is the sorcerous Power of conjuring and the supernatural, and high-tech is the skilled application of computers and machinery.
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Card Types
Characters
Characters are your main fighting pieces, used to
defend your own Sites and Characters and attack those
of your opponents. A Character’s Fighting score is
reduced by the damage on it. A Character may turn
to attack, heal all damage on it, change Location (a
single Location to the left or right within your Site
Structure or to intercept at an opponent’s Site) or
generate an effect.
States
States are played on other cards and remain in play
as long as their subject is in play. If the subject leaves
play, the State is smoked. States are always at the Location of their subject and cannot be attacked. Unless
the State is a Schtick, Vehicle or Weapon, the player
who plays the State controls it, even if it is played
on an opponent’s card. States may be played anytime
during your Main Shot, including during an attack.
Edges
Edges represent lasting changes in the conditions
of the Secret War. Edges are played outside of your
Site Structure and may not be attacked. Edges may
only be played during your Main Shot and not
during an attack. Edges are not considered to be at any
Location. When an Edge is played, it remains in play
just like Characters, Sites and States.

The Two Golden Rules
Rules text on cards takes precedence over the rules in this book.
If two cards contradict one another, the more specific one wins. If
neither is more specific, the more recently played takes precedence.
What is a Dynamic Card Game?
Shadowfist is the first of Inner Kingdom Games’ line of customizable, non-randomized, deck-building strategy games. Players may
construct their playdecks from the card pool of this release and subsequent expansions, packaged as standardized, 50-card Shadowpacks. Collecting is easy and how you build your deck is up to you!
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Card Types
Sites
Sites are the places Characters protect and where
battles occur. Sites generate Power during your
Establishing Shot equal to the number shown in the
diamond in the upper left corner.
Feng Shui Sites
These are the means by which players win the game.
Feng Shui Sites are played face-down to conceal their
text from opponents until the controller voluntarily
reveals the Site or it takes damage. Feng Shui Sites
have no printed cost in the lower left corner because
their cost is determined by your existing Feng Shui
Sites in play. If you control no Feng Shui Sites, you
gain 1 Power when you play one. Each subsequent
Feng Shui Site costs Power equal to the number of
Feng Shui Sites you control. For example, to play
your third Feng Shui Site, you must spend 2 Power.
Non-Feng Shui Sites
These Sites do not count toward your victory conditions and must be played face-up at their printed cost.
Events
Events are cards that are played directly into the
smoked pile and represent sudden shifts in the game.
They never enter play, but they generate an effect
that may affect cards in play. Events may be played
anytime during any player’s Main Shot. Even though
Events are played into the smoked pile, this does not
count as smoking a card for purposes of triggering
effects.
Card Type

Plays onto
the table,
"in play"

Playable
during an
attack on
your turn

Playable
Can be
during an attacked
opponent's
turn

Characters
Sites
Events
States
Edges
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Active on
Active on
generation resolution

Card Anatomy

Title and Subtitle
The title is the card’s name. The
subtitle identifies the card type for
non-Characters (Site, Feng Shui
Site, Edge, State or Event) and
provides a flavorful descriptor for
Characters. All words in the title
and subtitle are the card’s designators, except for card types, articles
and prepositions.

Fighting
All Characters have a Fighting
score to indicate the amount of
damage they inflict and can receive
before being smoked.
Expansion Symbol
This symbol identifies the
Shadowfist game set in
which the card was printed.

Rules Text
Most cards have text that describes how
the cards work. This text can include
Boldface Abilities, Restrictions, abilities, limitations and effects. Italicized
flavor text will also be found here, but it
has no effect on the game.
Body
All Sites (Feng Shui and Non-Feng
Shui) have a Body score to indicate
how much damage they can receive
before an opponent can seize, smoke
or, in the case of Feng Shui Sites, burn
the Sites. A Site’s Body is reduced by
the amount of damage on the card.
Power Generation
Sites generate Power during your establishing shot equal to the value inside
the diamond. Face-down Feng Shui
Sites generate a default of 1 Power.

Resource Provisions
Faction and talent symbols in
the lower right corner indicate
the resources available in your
pool. They do not deplete.
Play Cost
All cards except for Feng Shui Sites
have a printed cost. This is the amount
of Power you must spend, plus the
number of resources you are required to
have in your pool, to be able to play the
card. Youn Wha requires you to spend
3 Power and have 3 Guiding Hand
resources in your pool to play her. Some
special Feng Shui Sites have printed
costs and/or resource requirements.
You must pay that cost or meet the
requirements to play them, and they get
played face-up.
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Game Layout

A. Deck - Each player has their own deck
in the game, which is always face down
and in the order it was in when the game
began. Players may not reveal any cards
from any deck, but any player may count
the cards remaining. You are removed
from the game at the end of any turn in
which you have no cards in your deck.
B. Smoked Pile - This pile contains
cards that have left play but may be
brought back into play or otherwise affect the game later. Cards in the smoked
pile also contribute resources to your
resource pool. All cards in the smoked
pile are kept face-up, and any player may
look through any smoked pile at any
time. When a card is smoked, place it in
its owner’s smoked pile, regardless of
who last controlled it.
C. Toasted Pile - The only thing out of
the game area is the toasted pile. These
cards are removed entirely from the
game and cannot be brought back. The
toasted pile is kept face down and any
player may look through any toasted
pile at any time. When a card is toasted, place it in its owner’s toasted pile,
regardless of who last controlled it. Cards
you discard also go into your toasted
pile, even though discarding a card isn’t

OUT OF PLAY

considered toasting for game purposes.
D. Burned-for-Victory Pile - This pile
contains cards that count toward victory for you. These cards are not in play.
These will usually be Feng Shui Sites
that were burned for victory but can also
include other cards placed into the pile
through game effects.
E. Hand - When you draw cards from
your deck, they form your hand of six
cards. Hand size is only checked when
you draw cards and you never have to
discard down to your hand size.
F. Power - Power is the currency of
Shadowfist and the means by which
players bring cards into play. Power does
not go away at the end of the turn; you
may accumulate it from turn to turn.
G. Cards in Play - Effects only affect
cards that are in play unless the effect
specifically says otherwise. Characters,
Edges, Sites, and States are all played
into the in play area. Sites and Characters
are placed at Locations. A Location can
contain two Sites, one in the front row
and one in the back-row, and any number
of Characters. A Location with at least
one Site is called a column. If you control no Sites, all your Characters are at
the same undefined Location.

D
B

A
F

C
OUT OF
THE GAME

G
E

IN PLAY
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Section 2: The Art of Play
Playing Cards

In Shadowfist, players use Power and
resources to play cards. Power is the
currency of the game, generated by your
Sites during your Establishing Shot. Use
the blue counters in your game to keep
track of your Power. Resources are an
intangible representation of your army’s
presence or influence in the Secret War.
Your Characters are the primary resource
providers in the game.
Resources accumulate during the
game and do not deplete as long as they
are in play or the smoked pile. Your first
Foundation Character (a Character that
does not require resources but provides
them) will allow you to play a “ramp”
Character (a Character that only requires
one resource and provides another), and
so on, allowing you to play your top tier
Characters that require three or four

resources.
When you play a card from your
hand, ensure you have the proper
resource requirements (indicated by the
faction or talent symbols in the play cost
in the lower left corner) and the necessary Power (indicated by the number).
Expend the Power to play the card
by moving the necessary Power counters from your pool into the counter
reservoir.
If the card is an Event, play it directly
into your Smoked Pile. If the card is a
Site or Character, play it into a Location on your side of the table. If the card
is a State, play it onto the appropriate
subject by placing the card near or under the subject card. Edges are played
outside your Site Structure, but are still
considered in play.

Establishing Shot
The Establishing Shot marks the
beginning of your turn. No effects may
be generated unless it specifically says
it can be played during the Establishing
Shot or trigger from effects activated
during the Establishing Shots.
The Establishing Shot includes five
phases:
1) Start Your Turn. This is a placeholder
phase only used for effects triggered by
the start of your turn.
2) Generate Power. Add up the
Power generated by all of your Powergenerating cards. Take that amount of
Power from the central pool and add it to
your Power pool. You may skip this step
in order to discard more than one card
during the discard step.
3) Unturn. Unturn all your turned cards.

You may choose to keep any card turned
that is using a “turn and maintain” effect.
4) Discard. You may discard one card
from your hand, placing it into your
toasted pile. If you did not generate any
Power this turn, you may discard as many
cards as you like. Although discarded
cards are placed into the toasted pile, this
does not count as toasting for purposes of
game effects.
5) Draw. Draw cards from the top of
your draw pile until your hand size
equals your maximum hand size. If you
already have cards in your hand equal to
or greater than your maximum hand size,
you do not draw cards. You do not need
to discard extra cards if you have more
cards than your maximum hand size.
Your starting maximum hand size is six
cards.

The Turn

Turning

In Shadowfist, a card is used by turning it. Turning
is both the game term to activate a card and the
physical act of rotating it to indicate its use. States,
Edges and Sites can turn in order to generate an
effect. Characters can turn to attack, heal, change
Location or to generate an effect. All cards unturn
during the unturn phase of the Establishing Shot.
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Unturned

Turned

The Main Shot
The Main Shot is when the action
happens. You can play cards from your
hand, use effects on cards you control
and attack opponents’ cards. You may do
these actions in any order.
1) Start a new Scene by playing a card
from your hand or using an effect on a
card you control. This is an open Scene
during which the active player may play
subsequent Characters, States, Edges and
Sites. You always have the first Scene of
your Main Shot.
2) Declare an Attack. You may declare
multiple attacks each turn, provided you
have succeeded all previous attacks and
you control at least one Character that
can legally attack.
If there are any effects that trigger off
the beginning of your Main Shot, then
your Main Shot begins with an open

Scene to which all triggered effects
are added, and then you have the opportunity to play the first effect.
Ending Your Turn
When you are done generating effects and declaring attacks, you declare
the End of your turn. This declaration
is followed by an open Scene in which
opponents may generate voluntary
effects. If they do so, you may go back to
your Main Shot, and the end of your turn
is delayed. Thus, you can use the End-ofturn declaration to draw out effects from
your opponents and return to your Main
Shot.
If you declare the End of your turn and
no opponents generate any effects, there
is a final closed Scene in which all effects
that trigger off of the End of the turn
resolve. Such effects specifically indicate “At the end of the turn...”

Shadowfist is the action movie card
game with deep roots in Hong Kong
cinema. As such, it pays homage to
its source material by referring to its
series of effects being played as a Scene.
Scenes are stacks or sequences of effects.
Scenes can be either closed or open.
“Effect” is the game term for actions a
player takes that are not continuous abilities, revealing a Feng Shui Site or declarations. Playing a card from your hand or
activating printed text on a card are considered effects. All effects are generated
and resolved. The common template for
effects is “Do X :: Y Happens,” where X
is the cost and Y is the effect. If no “::”
appears on the card, then the effect has
no cost beyond the printed Power cost.
The only way to stop an effect from resolving is to cancel it, which removes the
effect from the Scene. Smoking the card
from which the effect was generated will
not stop the effect from resolving.
Closed Scenes involve triggered effects that require a specific condition
in the game to be played. For example,
the Ascended card, Bite of the Jellyfish,
steals all the Power of a player who just
burned a Site. This is a Closed Scene because it specifically responds to a trigger
and only effects that respond to actions
in the Scene (burning a Site or the event

Bite of the Jellyfish) can be activated.
Open Scenes involve voluntary effects
that players generate on their own.
For example, playing Final Brawl to
inflict 2 points of non-combat damage on
all Characters will start an open Scene to
which other players can respond.
Every card played has two steps:
generation and resolution. During the
generation step, targets are assigned,
conditions are checked for the card’s
effect and the physical card is placed in
play or the smoked pile if it is an Event.
During the resolution step, the printed
effect activates and all affected cards
are appropriately modified (damaged,
smoked, etc).
Because effects don’t resolve immediately when they are activated, Scenes
offer players an opportunity to respond
and create a chain of effects that will resolve in reverse order (this is sometimes
called “Last In, First Out” timing). Any
player may respond with an effect (such
as playing an Event or activating a card
in play), which is added to the Scene.
When all players have passed on
adding new effects to the Scene, the most
recent effect will resolve first, and then
all other effects will resolve in reverse
order. After each effect’s resolution, any
player may interrupt the Scene with

The Scene
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The Scene, continued

a new effect that is added to the top.
Effects will continue to resolve in reverse
order, with the most recently added
effects always resolving first.
When an effect generates or resolves, the
table update follows a sequence:
1. When the effect is applied, Characters
and Sites are smoked as soon as their
Fighting/Body is reduced to zero (either
by damage or other effects). This will
usually happen at the end of the effect
resolution, but can happen intermittently
if the effect has several parts.
2. After the effect has resolved, check if
there are now two or more Unique cards
with the same title in play and resolve
any Uniqueness auctions. The active
player chooses the order of the auctions
if there are multiple auctions.
3. Next, recalculate all continuous abilities. If the Fighting/Body of a Character/Site is reduced to zero at this point,
those cards are smoked. All cards that are
smoked during recalculation are smoked
simultaneously, and the cards are considered to have been smoked by the ability
that was recalculated. Repeat this step
until no more cards are smoked.
4. Any effect triggered by the resolution
or ensuing recalculation is generated.
These effects are placed within the current Scene. Players still may generate
voluntary effects to interrupt the chain.
5. Finally, the next effect on the Scene
resolves. Players may continue to interrupt the Scene with new effects.
Retargeting
Effects that change the target of another effect do so after the modified effect is
generated, but before resolution. Changing the target causes the rest of the event
to be recalculated as if the new target(s)
had been the target(s) all along. While
Violet Meditation calculates the Power it
produces on generation (and cards leaving play in response will not change this
result), if Brain Fire changes the target
of Violet Meditation, Power will be recalculated when the Brain Fire resolves.
However, any non-target choices made
remain the same, even if they are no longer valid and will resolve as long as
they are still possible.

Below is an example of an open Scene
during an attack between a Guiding Hand
player and an Eaters of the Lotus player.

Temple Guards turn to
attack an unrevealed Feng
Shui Site. (This is not a Scene, this is a
declaration.)
The Eaters of the Lotus
player responds by playing
Bribery, in order to take
control of the attacker. This
starts the open
Scene.
The Guiding Hand player
responds with Confucian
Stability to cancel the
Bribery.
		
The Eaters of the Lotus
		
player responds to the
		
Confucian Stability by
		
turning Desolate Ridge
		
to inflict 2 points of
		
damage on the Temple
		
Guards.
The Guiding Hand player
responds to the turning
of the Desolate Ridge with
a Breath of the Dragon.
After the Breath of
the Dragon is played, no
other effects are generated.
The effects then resolve in reverse order:
1) The Breath of the Dragon resolves,
giving the Temple Guards Toughness: 2.
2) The Desolate Ridge resolves, inflicting 2 points of non-combat damage on
the Temple Guards. This damage is absorbed by the Guards’ new Toughness.
3) The Confucian Stability resolves, canceling the Bribery.
4) The Bribery, having been canceled,
does not activate.
5) The Temple Guards continue toward
the Feng Shui Site to inflict 5 points of
combat damage (2 Fighting plus the
3-point combat damage bonus from the
Breath of the Dragon).
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Abilities and Declarations

Some cards have abilities that
provide them with some continuous
benefit or drawback. These abilities
are active as soon as the card text is
active. These abilities do not generate or
resolve, and they stay in effect until the
card leaves play.
Some continuous abilities are conditional; they are only active while a certain condition is fulfilled. These abilities
usually use the word “while” to indicate
the condition. Once the condition is
fulfilled, the ability is in effect, even
if the condition is fulfilled during the
resolution of another effect. The ability
does not generate or resolve. The reverse
is also true: as soon as the condition is
no longer fulfilled, the ability becomes
inactive, again without generating or
resolving.

Declarations cover all non-effect game
actions a player can take. Attacks, joining attackers, interceptors, and the end
of your Main Shot are all things that are
declared.
Declarations cannot be made during
a Scene, and thus can never be made in
response to other declarations or effects.
Declarations cannot be interrupted by
any effect. When a declaration is made,
the declaring player completes all steps of
the declaration before any effects may be
played in response. Effects that are triggered by a declaration, such as “When an
attack on this Site is declared,…” must
be used in the first Scene after the declaration is made. They can only be used in
the first Scene, not in any of the clean-up
Scenes that follow the first Scene.

Designators
Designators determine how cards
are related to each other for purposes of
other card effects. A designator is any
word that appears in the title or subtitle
of a card, except for card types, punctuation, articles and prepositions (or, but, at,
for, in, into, of, with, within, etc.).
For designator purposes, a “word” is
defined as any contiguous string of letters, numerals and/or symbols, separated
by a space from any other “words.” For
example, “1,000 Corpses” has the designators 1,000 and Corpses.
The plural form of a word matches its
singular form (Student matches Students), but singular and plural forms
of personal pronouns do not match (I/
we, me/us, he/she/it/they). The possessive form of a word matches the normal
form (Wisely’s matches Wisely). Parts
of speech do not match (Hero does not
match Heroic).
Single words are split into two designators if the word uses a hyphen (-), two
or more capital letters (except acronyms)
or any form of Gun or Sword.
Auctions
An auction represents two or more opposing sides vying for the loyalty or use
of a particular card. An auction is neither
an effect nor a declaration, and can occur

during the generation of a Scene.
In movie terms, think of an auction
as a freeze-frame. The game suspends
to complete the auction, then resumes
where it left off. When an auction starts,
the game enters a closed Scene in which
players may only generate effects that
specifically say “play during an auction”
or that respond to those effects. If the
auction interrupts a Scene, players may
not add effects to that Scene until the
auction is over. An auction begins when
a player reveals or plays a Unique card
with the same title as a card in play.
The player who starts the auction must
make a mandatory opening bid of at least
1 Power. If the player has no Power,
the auction does not begin and the new
Unique card is toasted immediately.
After the opening bid, the option to bid
passes clockwise. Each player may either pass, or bid at least one more Power
than the previous high bid. You may not
bid more Power than you have. The bid
continues until all players have passed
in succession, at which time the bidding
ends and player with the highest bid wins
the auction, spends the Power he or she
bid and chooses which card remains in
play. If the new card remains, the original card is smoked. If the original card
remains in play, toast the new card.

Designators and Auctions
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Attacks and Combat

Attacks consist of a sequence of declaration, Scenes, and combats. Attacks are
resolved in the following order:
1. Declare the Attack
2. Opponents may join the Attack
3. Opponents may intercept attackers
4. Attackers enter combat with the target
5. End of Attack
An attacker ceases attacking if its target ever leaves play or if the target is ever
controlled by the attacker’s controller. If,
after all players have declared joiners,
there are no attackers left, the Scene will
finish resolving and the following Scene
will be the End of Attack Scene.
Declaring the Attack
To declare an attack, you must control
at least one Character that is an eligible
attacker. You cannot attack cards you
control.
When you declare an attack, turn all
participating Characters, and identify the
target of the attack. This is an indivisible step that cannot be interrupted by
effects. You may choose a Character or
a front-row Site as the target of your attack. All attackers move to the Location
of the target. You don’t have to move the
cards physically to the Location, but they
are considered to be there for the purpose
of other effects. This is not considered
“changing Location” for the purpose of
triggering effects. The attackers will remain at the Location of the target, even if
the target changes Location.
Now, all players may play effects that
are triggered by the declaration of an
attack. The response Scene created by
these effects is open. Effects that trigger
upon the declaration of an attack may
only be generated in this first Scene. After the response Scene, any player may
start a new Scene.
Joining the Attack
After all players are done playing effects after the attack declaration, all opponents, starting with the player left of
the attacker and proceeding clockwise,
may declare that they will join the attack.
To join an attack, a player turns one or
more of their Characters; these Characters are considered to have “turned to
attack” and “declared as an attacker” for

the purpose of effects, and move to the
Location of the current target of the attack. The joining player is not considered
to have “declared an attack”. If there are
multiple targets, the joining player assigns attackers to targets as he or she sees
fit. Players joining the attack may not assign attackers against cards they control.
Interception
After players have joined or declined
to joint the attack, all players have the
opportunity to declare interceptors, starting with the opponent to the left of the
controller of the original target, even if
the target has changed, and proceeding
clockwise. Each player only gets one
chance to intercept. Each player moves
Characters, declares interception and
resolves combat before the next player
declares interception. Players may intercept any attacker that they do not control. This means the attacking player
may intercept Characters that joined the
attack. Attacking Characters may not be
declared as interceptors.
To intercept, a player first has to move
their interceptors to the Location of the
attack, following all rules for changing
Location. Movement may be responded
to with other effects. You may only move
Characters to an opponent’s Location for
the purpose of intercepting. Once all interceptors are at the Location of the attack, the intercepting player declares
which attacker each interceptor is intercepting, and in which order. Each interceptor may only intercept one attacker.
Characters may intercept one attacker
each, but do so one after the other in a
chain. All interceptors and their order
are declared at once. The declaration of
interceptors cannot be interrupted by effects and is followed by an open response
Scene. Once a Character has been declared as an interceptor, it cannot change
Location. If the target moves to another
Location or the interceptor is moved by
an effect, it ceases intercepting. If, after
declaration of interceptors, an attacker
gains an ability that allows it to bypass
an interceptor or the attacker is smoked
outside of combat, the interceptor ceases
intercepting. An interceptor that ceases
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Attacks and Combat, continued

intercepting will return to the Location it
last occupied or remain where it is if it is
at a Location controlled by its controller.
Characters are considered to be “about
to enter combat” as soon as interceptors
have been declared.
Once all effects have resolved, attackers enter combat with their first interceptors simultaneously. If the interceptor is
still in play after combat has resolved,
the attacker ceases attacking and returns
to the Location it was when the attack
was declared. After combat with the first
interceptor is complete, all attackers then
enter combat with the second interceptors in their chains, and so on.
Entering Combat with the Target
After interception is completed, there’s
a single open Scene, then the remaining
attackers enter combat with the target. If
the attackers’ controller seizes or burns
for victory a Feng Shui Site during the
attack, check if they achieved victory
conditions between Feng Shui Sites in
play and cards in their burned-for-victory pile when the Scene resolves. If so, the
player wins and the game ends.
If the game does not end, but combat damage was inflicted on the target of
the attack, the attack is a success, and the
attacking player may declare further attacks this turn. If the target of the attack
was not damaged by combat damage
during the attack, the attack has failed.
End of the Attack
After combat with the target resolves,
there is a closed Scene in which all End
of Attack effects are generated. Players
play their End of Attack effects only in
this Scene, in clockwise order. A player
with multiple effects decides their order
in the Scene. Once the End of Attack
Scene begins, no effect may cause the attack to resume. When the Scene resolves,
all attackers return to the Location they
were when the attack was declared.
If you seized a Site during the attack, you may place any attackers at
the Location in which you placed the
seized Site, rather than returning them
to their original Location. If the last Site
at the Location of the attack was seized,
smoked or burned, the Site Structure

is adjusted by moving Locations to the
left to fill gaps. If the active player burned
a Site for Power, there is a final closed
Scene in which all effects that trigger off
the end of the turn are generated after the
attack, and then the turn ends.
Combat
Every combat follows these steps:
1. Before combat starts, any player may
start an open Scene. This is the last instance in which effects on cards that are
“about to enter combat” can be used.
2. If there are any effects that occur upon
entering combat, generate and resolve
them now in a closed Scene.
3. Assignment of combat damage occurs
next. All Characters inflict combat damage equal to their Fighting on whatever
they are in combat with. If multiple attackers hit a target that can inflict combat damage, the controller of the target
assigns the damage inflicted to attackers.
Apply all damage and smoke any Characters whose Fighting is reduced to 0. Any
face-down Feng Shui Site that receives
damage is revealed. Any Site with Body
reduced to 0 may be smoked or seized.
Feng Shui Sites with bodies reduced to
0 may be smoked, seized, burned for
Power or burned for Victory. The choice
is made by the player who declared the
attack. If the Site is seized, the attacker
now controls the Site. All damage is
removed from the Site, and the attacker
places it into his or her Site Structure
unturned where he or she could legally
play the Site. If the Site is burned for
victory, place it into the player’s burnedfor-victory pile. The Site is removed
from play and counts toward victory
conditions. If the Site is burned for Power, it is placed into its owner’s smoked
pile and the burning player gains Power
equal to the number players plus one, to
a maximum of 5. That player’s turn ends
immediately with a final closed Scene.
Sites may only be seized or burned when
their Body is reduced by combat damage. All other damage will merely smoke
the Site. Effects may be triggered during
this step, and generate as soon as they are
triggered. All effects triggered in this
step go onto the Scene in step 4.
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Attacks and Combat, continued

4. After combat damage is resolved, there
is a closed Scene onto which effects generated during step 3 are placed. The triggered effects are played onto this Scene
in clockwise order. Players with multiple
triggered effects may place them in the

order of their choice.
When the Scene resolves, combat is
over. The game continues with the next
round of interception or, if the combat
was with the target, goes to the End-ofAttack sequence.

Section 3: Everything Else
Special Terms

Canceling
When a card is canceled, it is considered to have no rules text for the duration of the effect. If no timeframe for the
cancelation is given, the cancelation is
permanent. Canceling does not remove
restrictions, nor does it affect abilities
granted by other cards or rules text copied onto the card. Canceling will also remove unresolved effects from the Scene
that the canceled card already generated.
Card Memory
A card that is removed from play and
later returned to play has no memory of
its old state. They are effectively new
cards. Cards are unaware of anything
that happened before they entered play.
Choosing versus Targeting
For purposes of other card effects,
choosing and targeting are two distinct
game mechanics and do not trigger cards
affected by the other keyword.
Copying
Copying a card copies its rules text,
but not its restrictions, damage counters,
other counters or previously copied text.
You may copy text that triggers when the
card enters play, but this usually has no
effect, as the copied card is already in
play. Self-referential text will refer to the
card it is copied to, unless the reference
is by title in quotation marks or by designator. Copying will work even if the text
to be copied is canceled. It is possible
to copy a card’s rules text to itself. Some
abilities, such as Toughness and damage
bonuses, are cumulative, while abilities
that require the card to turn are not.
Damage Modifications
Damage modifications are performed
in the following order:
1) Start with the original damage
2) Add any bonuses (Butterfly Swords)

3) Subtract penalties (Murder of Crows)
4) Apply any multipliers
5) Perform any divisions
6) Add any damage from the receiving
side (such as a hypothetical Character
that receives +1 damage from Monks)
7) Perform any subtractions (Toughness)
Healing
Any effect or action that removes
damage is considered healing for the
purposes of other game effects.
Immunity
Some cards “cannot be affected”
by certain types of cards. For purposes
of those card types, the immune card is
not in play. Those cards cannot damage,
remove from play, cancel, choose, target,
count (e.g. Scrounging) or reduce damage inflicted by the immune card.
Play from your Smoked Pile, Return
to Play and Place
There are three ways to play or move
cards other than playing them from your
hand: playing from your smoked pile, returning to play, and placing (States only).
All three have different mechanics and
are distinct from each other for the purpose of triggering effects.
Cards played from the smoked pile
act as if they were played from your
hand: their cost must be paid, but may be
reduced, and they obey all normal play
restrictions. They also trigger any effect
that triggers off of “playing” a card.
Cards that are returned to play ignore
timing and play restrictions. No additional cost is paid beyond the cost of the
effect that returned the card to play. The
return to play will trigger any effect that
triggers off of “entering play”, but not effects that trigger off of “playing.” States
may only be returned to play on a subject
that fulfills all subject constraints at the
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time the subject is chosen.
Some cards will allow you to place
or move a State that is in play onto a
different subject. The new subject of the
State must fulfill all of the State’s subject
constraints, but the timing restrictions of
the State may be ignored.
Running out of Cards
You are eliminated from the game at
the end of any turn in which you have
no cards remaining in your deck. If you
are removed this way, all cards you control are removed from the game. This is
not considered smoking or toasting for
purposes of other effects. Cards you did
not own but controlled are placed in their
owner’s toasted pile. Any card you own
but did not control remains in play and
under the control of its current controller.
Sacrifice
Some cards will require you or an opponent to sacrifice a card, either as cost or
effect. To sacrifice a card, choose a card
you control and place it into your smoked
pile. This is not considered smoking for
purposes of other effects. A player may
only sacrifice their own cards.
Site Structure
Your Sites throughout your Locations are collectively called your Site
Structure. Your Site Structure includes
two rows (front and back rows) and as
many columns as you like. Each column
is a Location. When playing Sites, you
must play into the front row before playing into the back row. You do not need
to play a back-row Site of your first column before playing the front-row Site
of your second column. You may play
either Feng Shui Sites or non-Feng Shui
Sites into any available spot in your Site
Structure. For purposes of card effects,
the word Site refers to both Feng Shui

Sites and non-Feng Shui Sites.
If you lose a Site for any reason, your
Site Structure automatically adjusts by
moving back-row Sites to the front row
or, if the last Site of a column is removed,
shifting any columns to the right of the
vacant column to the left. If there were
any Characters at the last Site of a lost
column, they are relocated to an adjacent
column when the Site Structure adjusts.
Taking Control of Cards
Some cards allow you to take control of other cards, either temporarily
or permanently. When a card changes
controller, it unturns upon resolution of
the control effect and may be placed in
any legal Location by the new controller. When you take control of a card, you
receive everything on that card as well,
including tokens, damage, States and any
modifications. Seizing a Site is a form of
taking control of a card, but in this case,
the Site heals when it changes controller. When an effect that takes control of a
card ends, the card’s previous controller
gains control again. This is considered
a change of controller, so the card will
unturn, but it is not considered “taking
control” of a card.
Values of X
Some cards use an X instead of a number for their cost, Fighting or effects and
abilities. X is defined in the text. If X has
a minimum value, it will be given in the
text, otherwise it is zero. If X is canceled
or blanked, the X value becomes 0. If a
Character with an X Fighting copies the
abilities of another one with X Fighting,
the most recent definition of X is applied
when calculating X. A card with a cost
of X is considered to have a cost equal
to the amount of Power spent when it is
played until it leaves play.

Winning the game is achieved by
reaching victory conditions, defined
by controlling or burning for victory
five Feng Shui Sites. Any card in your
burned-for-victory pile counts toward
this goal of five Feng Shui Sites.
You must seize or burn for victory
your fifth Feng Shui Site in order to win

the game. If none of your opponents
control any Feng Shui Sites, you may
play your fifth Feng Shui Site to win the
game. If you are one Feng Shui Site from
winning (or at five without winning), you
may not play any new Feng Shui Sites.
You win by default if all of your
opponents run out of cards.

Winning the Game
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Sample Combat

In this example, Player A (played by John using Eaters
of the Lotus) declares an attack against Player B’s unrevealed Feng Shui Site (Cameron using The Ascended).
Player C is using The Dragons (Elizabeth). Attacks are
always declared against specific targets, never the player. John declares the attack by turning his Xin Ji Yang,
Ravenous Devourer and Imp, and identifies Cameron’s
unrevealed front-row Feng Shui Site as the target. John
still has an unturned Hungry Ghosts and three Power.
1. Following the declaration of attack, there is an open
Scene in which any effects that trigger off of the declaration of attack occur, as well as any effects in response
to those effects. No player has such an effect.
2. Prior to any player joining the attack, there can be
an unlimited number of open Scenes in which players
may generate voluntary effects. No player generates any
effects in this window.

PLAYER A - JOHN

PLAYER C - ELIZABETH

3. Elizabeth is the only Player able to join
the attack. Elizabeth declines to join the
attack against Cameron’s Feng Shui Site.
4. Prior to declaring any interceptors,
there can be an unlimited number of
Scenes in which players may activate
voluntary effects. No player generates
any effects prior to interception.
5. Elizabeth declares that she will intercept against John’s attack. She turns her
unturned Dr. Amanda Snow and declares
that Dr. Amanda Snow is intercepting
John’s Ravenous Devourer. Dr. Amanda
Snow and the Ravenous Devourer are
both considered to be “about to enter
combat.”
6. Prior to Snow and the Devourer entering combat, John turns his unturned
Hungry Ghosts to inflict one noncombat damage on Snow. The effect
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Target
of the
attack

PLAYER B CAMERON

resolves and Snow receives one damage.
7. Still prior to Snow and the Devourer
entering combat, John sacrifices the Hungry
Ghosts and the Imp to the Ravenous Devourer, giving the Devourer +4 Fighting until the
end of the turn.
8. The Devourer and Snow enter combat, inflicting combat damage on each other equal
X
to their current Fighting. Snow is smoked
because her Fighting is reduced to zero. The
Devourer’s Fighting is now 1.
9. Prior to Cameron declaring interceptors,
there can be an unlimited number of Scenes Inflicts 1 nonin which players may activate voluntary ef- combat damage
fects. No player generates any effects.
10. Cameron uses the SEAL Team’s Mobility to move from the Mirrored Lake to the +4 Fighting
unrevealed Feng Shui Site without turning.
11. Cameron declares interception with all
four of his Characters. SEAL Team and Murder of Crows intercept Ravenous Devourer
in that order and Tears of the Crocodile and
Grey Mountain intercept Xin Ji Yang in that
order.
12. Prior to combat between the attackers
and first-line interceptors, there can be an
unlimited number of Scenes in which players may generate voluntary effects. John
uses this window to spend all of his Power
to play Discerning Fire, targeting three of
Cameron’s Characters that share a designator. John chooses Transformed as the desigX
nator, targeting Tears of the Crocodile, Grey
Mountain and Murder of Crows. Discerning
Fire resolves, smoking the three targets.
13. Interception concludes, with the Ravenous Devourer entering combat with the
X
SEAL Team and Xin Ji Yang entering combat
with no one. SEAL Team smokes the Devourer with its 4 points of combat damage,
and receives 1 point of combat damage.
14. After interception, before Xin Ji Yang
enters combat with the target of the attack,
there can be an unlimited number of Scenes
X
in which players may activate voluntary
effects. No player generates any effects.
15. Yang enters combat with the unrevealed
Feng Shui Site, inflicting 7 combat damage
on it and revealing it to be a Diamond Beach.
Because of Diamond Beach’s Toughness: 2,
it receives only 5 combat damage, still reducing its Body to 0. John chooses to burn
the Feng Shui Site for victory, placing the
card into his burned-for-victory pile. John is
now 3 Feng Shui Sites away from victory.

X

7

About to enter
combat

6
8
X
(Fighting of 1)

11
X

12
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Restrictions and Boldface Abilities

RESTRICTIONS
Restrictions refer to specific phrases that
limit the way a card can be played, or
how it interacts with other cards. Canceled Cards retain their restrictions.
Limited: You can’t voluntarily play or
return to play a Limited card if you already control a copy of that card (even if
the other copy is a face-down Feng Shui
Site). You may take control of or seize
another Limited card with the same title
as a Limited card you have in play. Limited Events may be played once per turn.
No Max: You may build your deck with
any number of No Max Cards.
Not Cumulative: Additional copies of a
card with this restriction provide no
additional benefit if they’re affecting the
same card, regardless of who controls the
effect. The additional copies are not canceled or smoked; if one ceases to operate
or leaves play, the next serves as backup.
One-Shot: A One-Shot card may only be
played once per game by each player.
You can’t play another copy of that card
by any means, even if it was canceled.
Schtick: The controller of the subject of
a Schtick State controls the Schtick State.
Toast It: A Toast It card is always placed
in the toasted pile, never the smoked pile.
Toast It Events are played directly into
the toasted pile. This is not considered
toasting for purposes of other effects.
Uncopyable: The text of an Uncopyable
card can’t be copied by any means, even
if the card is in the smoked pile.
Unique: Only one copy of a face-up
Unique card may be in play at any moment. If a Unique card enters play or is
revealed with the same title as a Unique
card already in play, a uniqueness auction starts. You can’t voluntarily play or
return to play a Unique card if you already control a copy of that card (including face-down Feng Shui Sites).
Vehicle: A Vehicle State must be played
on a Character and is always controlled
by the controller of the Character it is
played on. You may not play, return, or
move a second Vehicle onto a Character
that is already the subject of a Vehicle.
Weapon: A Weapon State is always
controlled by the controller of the card

it is played on. Any number of Weapons
may be played on a single card
BOLDFACE ABILITIES
Boldface Abilities are special enhancements that can be copied and canceled.
Ambush: When an attacker with Ambush enters combat with a Character
while attacking, the attacker may inflict
combat damage first.
Assassinate: An attacker with Assassinate cannot be intercepted while the target of its attack is a Character.
Guts: A Character with Guts inflicts its
full combat damage as if it were not damaged. Its Fighting is reduced as usual,
and the Character is still smoked when
its Fighting is reduced to zero.
Independent: You may declare attacks
with Independent Characters after an unsuccessful attack. If a failed attack is followed by a successful attack by Independent Characters, only other Independent
Characters may declare further attacks.
Loyalty: Opponents may not take control of your cards with Loyalty.
Mobility: A Character with Mobility
may change Locations without turning.
Regenerate: A card with Regenerate has
the following triggered ability: “At the
start of your turn, heal this card.”
Reload: A card with Reload: X in your
smoked pile has the following effect:
“Pay X :: Place this card on the top of
your deck,” where X is the cost in Power
and/or resource conditions. To Reload a
card is to place it from your smoked pile
onto the top of your deck.
Stealth: A Character with Stealth has the
ability: “Once per attack, while card is
attacking, choose one Character intercepting this card :: The chosen Character
ceases intercepting.” Not Cumulative.
Superleap: Turned Characters cannot
intercept an attacker with Superleap.
Tactics: A Character with Tactics may
cease attacking at any time during an
attack. This ability may be used in the
closed Scene between Ambush damage
and normal combat damage.
Unstoppable: Unstoppable damage cannot be reduced or redirected. Cards with
Unstoppable cannot have their damage
reduced or redirected.
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PHASES OF THE TURN
Establishing Shot

1. Start Your Turn
2. Generate Power
3. Unturn all turned cards
4. Discard
5. Draw

Main Shot (Done in any order)

1. Play any number of Characters, Edges, Events or States.
You may play up to one Site during your Main Shot.
2. Declare an attack. You may declare multiple attacks each
turn as long as your other attacks this turn have succeeded.
3. Characters may be turned to change Location, heal,
generate an effect, or attack. All other card types may turn to
generate effects as indicated.

Declare the end of your turn

1. The end of your turn is followed by an open Scene in
which opponents may generate effects. If they do so, you
may go back into your Main Shot and the end of your turn
is delayed.
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